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CEC Members:
I am pleased to enclose a recap of last weeks meeting in Cincinnati hosted by our friends at
P&G. I’d like to again thank Julie, Carl and everyone at P&G for all of the work they put in to
make us feel so welcome at their company. And thank you to you, the CEC members, for all
of your contributions and support of the CEC.
It is a rare opportunity to be able to experience the inner workings of such a storied
company like P&G. It was truly an exceptional event.
I trust that all of you found our time at P&G to be an extremely valuable experience. And
that you will bring ideas, strategies and processes back to you own companies – and be
more eﬀective in your roles because of what you have learned.
We are currently planning the rest of the events for 2018. I am looking forward to sharing
those details with you in the very near future.
I hope the following recap of our meeting is helpful. As always, we welcome questions,
comments and further discussion.
Thank you,
Steve

Translate

CLAY STREET
Julie Setser – VP Corporate R&D,
Innovation Capability
Why GrowthWorks?

Julie shared why P&G established GrowthWorks: To create best practices for innovation, internal
and external, across the vast P&G ecosystem. She gave us some insight into P&G’s history, noting
that over the 186 years since its founding, innovation is in their DNA. GrowthWorks is the platform
that P&G will use to manage current business and future growth. And she emphasized that it starts
w leadership – they set the priorities for the company.
GrowthWorks will help :
P&G with category development and to move away from share wars that are focused
on promotions and pricing, not quality products
Explore and capitalize on new trends, such as direct to consumer
Create better products that are focused on customer problems and market
opportunities – example -aging consumer, higher spend on laundry, diﬀerent product
needs (readable product labels!).

Chris Boeckerman – Associate
Director, GrowthWorks Innovation
Capability
How we’re doing it

Chris emphasized the cultural shift that is essential for the success of GrowthWorks, and
innovation in general. As a company, P&G understands the need to move away from “Fear of
Failure”, and silos, and embrace cross functional teams that will drive transformation and
innovation. Especially to meet changing market demands. Chris noted that Dollar Shave Club was
the catalyst, a real wake up call for P&G.
Shift the focus away from “what we can do” to “what does the customer want?”
Focus on problems. not solutions
Future focused portfolio creation
Teach leaders to think like a vc, employing metered funding, to avoid:
Killing ideas before they go through the process
Scaling too soon (great idea – go go go – w/o validation)
Key learning: The team leads, leaders learn (clothing rental example)
Advice from Eric
Make sure you do REAL experiments
Control the quality of coaches and trainers
Importance of branding the innovation initiatives – have something to call it
Innovation leaders to be the most informed
Get HR involved - minimize career risks for innovators

Kevin Mitchell – Associate
Director, Family Care R&D and
GrowthWorks
Family Care Case Study

Kevin shared with us a current GrowthWorks project (Charmin) in the Family Care B/U. Kevin
gave the group rare and interesting insights into the process of ideation and product development at
P&G: how he and his partner took on the “innovators” role, identiﬁed a customer problem,
navigated P&G resources and launched an MVP was inspiring.
Finding the right people to lead these experiments is key – it is not just a skill set, but a

mindset
Innovators must always be thinking diﬀerently
Focus and live for your drive to success – Failure is not deterrent
The value of testing, and testing methods: Get to yes – if I can’t do this then can I do this?
Key insight – When meeting with Buyers, they ALWAYS ask – where’s your innovation?
Pivot early and often: Change strategy – not vision

Michele Perrin- Finance Leader,
GrowthWorks
Jessica White – Consumer and
Market Knowledge Leader,
GrowthWorks
Innovation Accounting
Michele and Jessica opened up led a discussion around Innovation Accounting – and
understanding how P&G approaches this discipline. Rooted in the success of their eﬀorts:
Acknowledging the value of this cross-functional team. Michele is a Finance Leader; Jessica is a
Market Knowledge Leader. They work together to help innovation teams with their language,
metrics, and funding. They deﬁne Innovation Accounting as: The methods innovation teams use to
measure what they are doing.
Innovation Accounting helps:
Develop a narrative around a problem and solution: Initial size of prize hypothesis
Teams work towards a goal
Streamline communication w leadership, combining corporate and Lean language
Strengthen the clarity of LOFA’s
Establish annual budgets and dashboards
At P&G, funds are assigned to the Growth Boards - The spend (allocation) is at the
discretion of the growth board (at each B/U).
Chris noted, Innovation Accounting helps promote: We can get somewhere better, together

The full meeting recap is available to members only.

